Hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition of HF-treated Si surface during Langmuir–Blodgett film deposition
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A B S T R A C T

HF-treated Si surface, which is hydrophobic in nature and quite stable in air and inside pure water, can become completely hydrophilic during nickel arachidate Langmuir–Blodgett film growth. Such transition is clearly evident from the structures of films deposited by different number of strokes and can be understood by considering partial oxidation of Si surface inside subphase water and further or complete oxidation in air, in presence of Ni head-groups. Attached Ni head-groups weaken the nearby Si–Si covalent bonding and easily oxidize those Si atoms. Depending upon the amount of those head-groups and its distribution, oxidation or transition can even complete.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Si, which is largely used in different device fabrications, is perhaps the most investigated semiconductor material. The surface of such Si is one of the key players in deciding the growth and stability of interesting structures on it [1,2]. The surface of Si can be passivated by terminating the surface dangling bonds [3] through different pretreatment. Wet chemical reaction is one such simple pretreatment process, which can not only restore contamination free surface in ambient conditions [4–6] but also modify the surface free energy or polar–nonpolar (hydrophilic–hydrophobic) nature of the surface [2,7–12]. Information about the nature and stability of such terminated Si surface can be obtained [12] by growing Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) film [13,14] on it and determining the structure of the LB film [12,15–18] using X-ray reflectivity (XRR) [19,20] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques and can be verified using contact angle [22] and/or X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [23] measurements. This information is very important in understanding the attachment of different organic, metal–organic and biological systems with the Si surface, which is required for the development of chemical and biological sensors, combining semiconductor electronics with biomolecular recognition elements [24–26].

H-terminated Si surfaces are most often used as the starting substrate for further processing for biological, energy and micro-electronic applications [27]. From our previous study of nickel arachidate (NiA) LB films [12], it is clear that the H-terminated Si surface, prepared through HF treatment, is hydrophobic in nature and is quite stable in ambient condition as well as in pure water. This is evident from the growth of symmetric monolayer (SML) structure of NiA on Si by two (down–up) strokes of deposition [12], which is repeated here in Figure 1. The nature (hydrophobic–hydrophilic) and stability of such passivated or terminated surface may be different in different environments [26,28,29], depending upon the humidity of air [30–32], the amount of dissolved oxygen in water [33–35] and the presence of metal impurity [36–39] on the passivated surface, as these can lead to the growth of oxide layer with time on the surface by desorbing the H-atom [2,40]. It is well known that completely oxide cover or OH-terminated Si surface is hydrophilic in nature [8,9] and is very stable. This is also very much evident from our previous study [12], namely from the growth of asymmetric monolayer (AML) structure and AML/SML structure of NiA on Si by single (up) stroke and three (up–down–up) strokes of deposition, respectively and is presented in Figure 1 for clarity. Now the questions are, what happens to the H-terminated Si surface, which is hydrophobic in nature, when subjected to different environments? Is it possible to transform it completely to hydrophilic, especially during nanolayer deposition and growth? Or is it possible to see the strain effect near hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface due to the partial transformation as observed for Br-terminated Si surface [12]?

Here, we have tried to find out the answers to some of these questions. For that, NiA LB films on HF-treated Si substrates are deposited in different strokes by keeping the substrates in subphase water having different pH with or without Ni metal ions and for different time. The structures of the LB films are then investigated using XRR and AFM techniques, which indicate that complete hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition of HF-treated Si substrate is indeed possible through certain pathway of environments. The...
mechanism behind such complete transition, which essentially took place through partial transition (or oxidation) at each environment, is verified using contact angle and XPS measurements.

2. Experiment

The details about the preparation of NiA LB films on Si substrates are discussed before [12]. In brief, arachidic acid \([\text{CH}_3(\text{CH}_2)_{18}\text{COOH}], \text{Sigma, 99\%}\) molecules were spread from a 0.5 mg/ml chloroform (Aldrich, 99\%) solution on Milli-Q water (resistivity 18.2 M\(\Omega\) cm) containing nickel sulphate (NiSO_4 \cdot 2H_2O, Merck, 99\%) in a Langmuir trough (Apex Instruments). The pH of the water subphase containing 0.2 mM nickel sulphate was maintained either at ‘high pH’ (8.5–9.0) or at ‘normal pH’ (6.0–6.5) using different amount of sodium hydroxide (NaOH, Merck, 98\%). The monolayer was compressed at a constant rate of 3 mm/min. All depositions were done at 30 mN/m pressure and at room temperature (22 °C). Depositions were carried out at a speed of 2 mm/min and the drying time allowed after each up stroke was 10 min.

Prior to the deposition, Si (001) substrates were made H-terminated by keeping it in a solution of hydrogen fluoride (HF, Merck, 10\%) for 3 min at room temperature after ultrasonic cleaning in trichloroethyline (10 min) and methanol (10 min) solution. Immediately after the HF-treatment, all the substrates were kept inside the Milli-Q water until LB deposition. First two NiA LB films were deposited in the ‘high pH’ condition (similar to that of 2s-NiA/H-Si sample prepared earlier [12]), one by single (up) stroke and another by three (up–down–up) strokes, referred as 1s-NiA/H-Si and 3s-NiA/H-Si, respectively. Two more samples were prepared in ‘normal pH’ condition, one by single (up) stroke and another by three (up–down–up) strokes, referred as 1s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) and 3s-NiA/H-Si (NpH), respectively. Then one film was prepared by single up stroke in ‘high pH’ condition after keeping the substrate in the subphase of water for longer time (about 90 min), referred as 1s-NiA/H-Si (LT). One further sample was prepared by three (up–down–up) strokes in ‘high pH’ condition, however, arachidic acid molecules were spread...
on the trough only before final up stroke, referred as 1s-NiA/H-Si (2sNi). The films prepared before [12] were also used for comparison.

XRR measurements were carried out using a versatile X-ray diffractometer (VXRD) setup to investigate the structure of deposited NiA LB films. VXRD consists of a diffractometer (D8 Discover, Bruker AXS) with Cu source (sealed tube) followed by a Göbel mirror to select and enhance CuKα radiation (\(\lambda = 1.54\) Å). The diffractometer has a two-circle goniometer \((\theta-2\theta)\) with quarter-circle Eulerian cradle as sample stage. The latter has two circular and three translational motions. Scattered beam was detected using NaI scintillation (point) detector. Data were taken in specular condition, i.e. the incident angle \(\theta\) is equal to the reflected angle \(\theta\) and both are in a scattering plane. Under such condition, a non-vanishing wave vector component, \(q_z\), is given by \((4\pi/\lambda) \sin \theta\) with resolution \(0.0014\) Å.

The topography of the LB films on HF-treated Si substrates were mapped through AFM technique (beam-deflection AFM, Omicron NanoTechnology) in different length scales and in different portions of the samples, after completion of XRR measurements. AFM images were collected in noncontact mode and in UHV \((< 10^{-9}\) mbar\) conditions to minimize the tip induce modification of the soft films and to get clean images, respectively. WSXM software [41] was used for image processing and analysis.

To verify the hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature of the Si surface treated differently, contact angle measurements using home built setup were carried out. 4 \(\mu\)L of water was placed on the treated Si surface using Hamilton syringe and the shape of the water droplet was captured by a traveling microscope followed by a digital camera. To know the chemical nature of the Si surface after treatment and after LB film deposition, XPS measurements of four different samples were performed in a multiprobe chamber (Omicron NanoTechnology) equipped with an AlKα \((E = 1486.6\) eV\) source and a hemispherical analyzer (EA 125).

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1. X-ray reflectivity and electron-density profile

XRR technique essentially provides an electron density profile (EDP), i.e. in-plane \((x-y)\) average electron density \((\rho)\) as a function of depth \((z)\) in high resolution [40]. From EDP it is possible to estimate the structure of a film and by knowing the structure (AML or SML) just above the substrate one can predict the nature (hydrophobic or hydrophilic) of the substrate [12]. To obtain the EDP, XRR data has been analyzed using Parratt’s formalism [42] and for the analysis, each film has been divided into a number of layers including roughness at each interface.

XRR data and analyzed curves of 1s-NiA/H-Si and 3s-NiA/H-Si samples are shown in Figure 2. It can be noted that XRR profile of 1s-NiA/H-Si sample (Figure 2a) is different from that of 1s-NiA/OH-Si sample (Figure 1), while XRR profile of the 3s-NiA/H-Si sample (Figure 2b) is quite similar to that of 3s-NiA/OH-Si sample (Figure 1). This is also clear from the EDPs shown in the insets of Figures 1 and 2. EDPs suggest that for 1s-NiA/H-Si sample, the structure is AML + SML, i.e. both AML and SML structures are present side-by-side, in nearly equal ratio, on the substrate, while for 3s-NiA/H-Si sample, the structure is AML/SML, i.e. only AML structure is present on the substrate. The AML and SML which are present in 3s-NiA/H-Si sample are quite perfect (straight and compact), while those in 1s-NiA/H-Si sample are imperfect (tilted and jumbled).

XRR data and analyzed curves of 1s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) and 3s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) samples are shown in Figure 3. EDPs obtained from the analysis are shown in the insets of Figure 3. Both XRR curve and EDP (Figure 3a) for 1s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) sample are similar to those of 1s-NiA/H-Si sample (Figure 2a), and so the corresponding structure. However, for the single stroke ‘normal pH’ sample, the coverage of SML structure is greater than that of AML structure, unlike ‘high pH’ one. For 3s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) sample, both XRR curve and EDP (Figure 3b) are quite different from those of 3s-NiA/H-Si

**Figure 4.** AFM images (of scan size 1 \(\times\) 1 \(\mu\)m\(^2\)) showing topography of different pH NiA LB films on H-terminated Si substrates deposited by different strokes. (a) ‘High pH’ three strokes, (b) ‘normal pH’ three strokes, (c) ‘high pH’ one stroke and (d) ‘normal pH’ one stroke. Presence of layers of different heights (in unit of AML length) are indicted by the numbers.
3.2. Atomic force microscopy and topography

Typical AFM images of four LB films are shown in Figure 4. The topography of 3s-NiA/H-Si sample (Figure 4a) is quite smooth and compact. Considering the XRR result, the height can be assigned to 3 (in unit of AML length), corresponding to the AML/SML structure. Domains of different heights, namely 0, 1, and 3 corresponding to substrate, AML and AML/SML structures are clearly visible in the AFM image of 3s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) sample (Figure 4b), consistent with XRR result. The topography of 1s-NiA/H-Si and 1s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) samples (Figure 4c and d) are quite similar. Both seems to compose of domains of two different heights and considering the XRR results, the heights can be assigned to 1 and 2, corresponding to the AML and SML structures. The fact that the height difference between two such structures is less than 1 nm, is the imperfect nature of the films, as predicted by XRR.

3.3. Hydrophobic–hydrophilic transition pathway

Structures of the NiA LB films on HF-treated Si substrates deposited by different number of strokes and their stability obtained from XRR and AFM results, provide the hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition pathway, which is shown schematically in Figure 5. SML structured NiA LB film is formed on H-terminated Si surface by two (down–up) strokes of deposition (i.e. in 2s-NiA/H-Si sample), which almost remains unchanged in air. This is a clear signature of stable hydrophobic nature of the H-terminated Si surface. On the other hand, AML + SML structured NiA LB film is formed on HF-treated Si surface by single (up) stroke of deposition (i.e. in 1s-NiA/H-Si, 1s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) and 1s-NiA/H-Si (LT) samples). This indicates partial conversion of hydrophobic surface to hydrophilic one, inside subphase water. The ratio between the coverage of AML and SML structures increases with the pH of the subphase water and with the duration for which the substrate was inside it, indicating increase in conversion with those two parameters. However, never completed with AML structure in such single stroke of deposition, unlike 1s-NiA/OH-Si sample, implying that the hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition of the HF-treated Si surface inside subphase water is always partial.

AML + AML/SML structured LB film, with partial coverage is formed on HF-treated Si surface by three (up–down–up) strokes of deposition in ‘normal pH’ condition (i.e. in 3s-NiA/H-Si (NpH) sample). Although, SML structure is not formed on the substrate, the hydrophilic nature of the substrate is only partial. The film formed on HF-treated Si surface by three (up–down–up) strokes of deposition in ‘high pH’ condition (i.e. 3s-NiA/H-Si sample), however, shows AML/SML structure similar to that of 3s-NiA/OH-Si sample. It can be noted that for the 1s-NiA/H-Si (2sNi) sample, where only last up stroke is through Langmuir monolayer, the structure is neither AML/SML or complete AML. That means complete hydrophilic nature of the HF-treated Si surface is observed for the NiA LB film deposited in ‘high pH’ condition and in three strokes, all through Langmuir monolayer.

3.4. Hydrophobic–hydrophilic transition mechanism

H-terminated Si surface is hydrophobic in nature, while OH-terminated Si surface is hydrophilic in nature. So, in principle, the mechanism behind hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition is very simple, conversion of H-terminated surface to OH-terminated one. However, the questions are – when and how such conversion take place, i.e. what are the parameters responsible for such conversion? It is known that depending upon the sequence of deposition of LB films, substrate needs to place either inside subphase water (for odd number of stroke) or outside subphase water, i.e. in air (for even number of stroke) for about 30 min, until the pressure of Langmuir monolayer reached to a constant value of 30 mN/m to transfer. In air mainly oxygen interacts with the HF-treated surface whereas in solution apart from the dissolved oxygen many ions like OH\(^-\), SO\(_4\)\(^{2-}\), Ni\(^2+\), etc. are there which may interact with the passivated surface. Although native oxide grows on the passivated Si surface in ambient condition by desorbing the passivating element, the oxide growth rate depends on the passivating element. For H-passivated Si surface, the oxide growth rate in air is such that very little oxide or hydrophilic area could grow in 30 min. On the other hand, oxygen can grow on the HF-treated Si surface upon oxygen exposure in air for ~30 min, where only last up stroke is through Langmuir monolayer, the structure is neither AML/SML or complete AML. That means complete hydrophilic nature of the HF-treated Si surface is observed for the NiA LB film deposited in ‘high pH’ condition and in three strokes, all through Langmuir monolayer.
other hand, partial and complete hydrophilic transition of H-passivated Si surface in subphase water and in 3s-NiA/H-Si film are due to the growth of oxide on the Si surface. Since the amount of dissolved oxygen is much less in the subphase water compared to that in air, chemical reactions must take place under subphase water and there after in air for the growth of oxides on Si surface, which needs understanding.

3.4.1. Partial transition

The possible conversion mechanism of the H-terminated Si surface to OH-terminated one, through oxide formation, in subphase water [8,9,43] is shown pictorially in Figure 6. When H-terminated Si substrate is immersed in subphase water, H atoms are replaced by OH groups to form Si–OH (silanol) groups, according to the following reaction.

\[ \text{Si} - \text{H} + \text{H}^+ + \text{OH}^- = \text{Si} - \text{OH} + \text{H}_2 \]

Due to the strong electronegativity of OH group, the charge induces to the Si atom bonded directly to it (\(\delta^-\)) is more compared to the next one (\(\delta^+\)). This polarization weaken the Si–SiOH bond. In the next step, water molecules or dissolved H\(^+\) and OH\(^-\) ions attack that bond back to form Si–H and Si–OH as given below.

\[ \text{Si}^{++} - \text{Si}^{++} + \text{H}^+ + \text{OH}^- = \text{Si} - \text{H} + \text{Si} - \text{OH} \]

Si–H bond is further replaced by OH group to form Si–OH. When two such neighboring OH groups face each other then oxide is formed through a bridging reaction.

\[ \text{Si} - \text{OH} + \text{Si} - \text{OH} = \text{Si} - \text{O} - \text{Si} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \]

In this way, OH-terminated oxide layer is formed on the Si substrate under subphase water. It is necessary to mention that such reaction hardly occur for Br-terminated Si surface, which is evident from the similar structure for two LB films (deposited either by up stroke or by down–up strokes) on Br-terminated Si surface [12]. Due to the higher electronegativity of Br atom (2.96) compared to that of H atom (2.20) [44], OH group could not replace the former one easily as they do the latter one. Even for H-terminated Si surface, such reaction rarely takes place in pure water. Presence of different ions, mainly OH\(^-\) ions in subphase water essentially helps such reaction. The coverage of OH-terminated oxide layer on the Si surface increases with the pH of the subphase water and with the duration for which the substrate was inside it, but never complete or full. Accordingly, hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition is only partial. However, is there exists any limiting value for such partial transition, similar to that observed for Si surface using selective surface-chemistry route [45], is not clear and need further experimental and theoretical studies.

3.4.2. Complete transition

Complete hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition occurs in air due to the presence of Ni head groups on partially transformed Si surface. It is known that the presence of some metals on the Si surface can create instability [46,47] and enhance the oxidation rate of Si in air [36–39]. This is because the underlying Si–Si covalent bonds are weaken in presence of those metals (or metal ions) and accordingly associated Si atoms readily react with the ambient oxygen to form native oxide layer. In the partially transformed Si surface, AML structure is formed on hydrophilic portion and SML structure is formed on hydrophobic portion. That means Ni head groups are attached to the oxide (hydrophilic) portion of the surface and those head groups, although connected with the carboxylic ligands through ionic bonding, weaken the nearby Si–Si covalent bonding by crossing the H-passivated layer and thereby increasing the oxide coverage in air. It can be noted that such Si–Si bond weaken may not occur through Br-passivated layer because of its large size (1.14 Å) and/or bond length with Si (2.15 Å) compared to those of H (0.37 and 1.48 Å, respectively) [44]. Since this conversion took place near the attached Ni portion, the final coverage of oxide layer depends on the amount of attached Ni and its distribution on the Si surface. This is in agreement with our results. For the 1s-Ni/H-Si (2sNi) sample, probably very few Ni\(^{2+}\) ions were physisorbed on Si surface in first up stroke, which limits the formation of OH-terminated oxide layer in air. The formation of OH-terminated oxide layer is not even complete in subsequent subphase water, which is evident from the final structure of the film (i.e. from the partial coverage with AML structure). For the films deposited in single up stroke and in two pH conditions, the number of Ni head groups attached to the Si surface and hence the formation of oxide layer in air are considerable. Among those two films, the number of Ni head groups attached to the Si surface is more for the film prepared in high pH condition and correspondingly, the OH-terminated oxide layer in air is nearly complete. Although, complete hydrophilic nature of HF-treated Si surface we observed for 3s-Ni/H-Si sample, the complete transition essentially occur in air after first up stroke of deposition, as discussed. The fact that the structure of the 1s-Ni/H-Si sample do not change completely to SML with time, because in air the change in the configuration of molecules is very difficult. Subphase water in subsequent deposition can however change the structure through reorganization (or configurational change) of NiA molecules, as observed.

3.4.3. Direct evidence

The proposed mechanism for hydrophobic to hydrophilic transition of HF-treated Si surface is well supported by contact angle and XPS measurements. Contact angles for HF-treated Si surface (referred as H-Si) and RCA cleaned Si surface (referred as OH-Si) are found to be ~ 79° and 14 – 17°, respectively. These correspond to hydrophobic and hydrophilic natures of H-Si and OH-Si, respectively [48]. Contact angle for H-Si substrate after keeping it inside NiSO\(_4\) solution for about 40 min [referred as H-Si (sol)] is ~ 34°. This suggests that the surface of H-Si (sol) becomes hydrophilic compared to H-Si substrate but less hydrophilic compared to OH-Si substrate. That means inside NiSO\(_4\) solution, OH-terminated hydrophilic spots grow on H-terminated hydrophobic matrix, making overall substrate partially hydrophilic.

The Si\(^{2+}\) core-level XPS spectra of H-Si, H-Si (sol), 1s-NiA/H-Si and 3s-NiA/H-Si samples are shown in Figure 7. XPS spectra for first two samples were collected just after preparation, while those for latter two samples were collected after performing all XRR measurements. The peak at ~ 99.5 eV represents Si\(^{3+}\) chemical state, while that at ~ 103.4 eV represents Si\(^{4+}\) chemical state, corresponding to silicon (Si) substrate and silicon oxide (SiO\(_2\)) layer, respectively [49,50]. It is necessary to mention that the spectra in

![Figure 6. Possible conversion mechanism of Si surface under subphase water: from H-terminated to OH-terminated oxide.](image)
Figure 7. XPS spectra of four different samples in the Si2p binding energy region. Two peaks appear due to substrate (Si) and surface or interfacial oxide layer (SiO₂₋), are indicated.

Figure 7 are presented after normalizing each spectrum with its Si⁰ peak intensity. Presence of silicon oxide in the H-Si sample is not observed, while that in other three samples is clearly evident. This indicates that the surface of H-Si sample is well passivated with H atoms and is stable in air, at least for the time, before it transfer into the UHV chamber. It can be noted that for the 2s-NiA/H-Si sample, this was the substrate condition when deposition of NiA molecules start and complete hydrophobic nature of such is quite natural. The oxide signal for 1s-NiA/H-Si and 3s-NiA/H-Si samples are quite strong and nearly similar, while that for H-Si (sol) is relatively weak. Latter indicates that the oxide growth on the surface of H-Si (sol) sample is only partial. This was the substrate condition for the 1s-NiA/H-Si sample when deposition starts and partial hydrophilic and hydrophobic natures of such substrate is well expected. XPS spectrum of 1s-NiA/H-Si sample clearly shows that further oxide really grows at the film–substrate interface of such sample with time in air and is nearly complete (comparing with the XPS spectrum of 3s-NiA/H-Si sample) as proposed, although not much structural change is observed.

4. Conclusions

HF-treated Si surface, which is hydrophobic in nature and quite stable in air, transformed partially or completely to hydrophilic surface, inside subphase water or during NiA LB film growth by up–down–up strokes of deposition and in ‘high pH’ condition. This transition essentially takes place by conversion of H-terminated Si surface to OH-terminated one, through oxide formation. Although the amount of oxygen inside subphase water is less compared to that in air, the oxide formation inside subphase water is more, which takes place by chemical reaction in presence of highly electronegative OH⁻ ions. As the pH of the subphase water increases, the amount of OH⁻ ions increases and so the amount of oxide coverage. Also, as the duration for which the substrate was inside subphase water increases, the chances of chemical reaction increases and so the amount of oxide coverage, but never complete or full. The attachment of Ni head groups on the oxide portion of the partially transformed Si substrate by deposition of LB film, essentially weaken the nearby Si–Si bonding, which then readily react with oxygen to form oxides. It is observed that depending upon the amount of attached Ni head groups and its distribution on the Si surface, it is possible to have complete oxide coverage through such reaction in air. The signature of which, from structural point of view, is only visible after subsequent deposition, i.e. after reorganization of molecules under subphase water.
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